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 EnginEEring Custom PaCkaging systEms             solving ComPlEx ProduCtion ProblEms

The Formost Fuji Bagel System features a highly efficient 
aligning system for bagging bagels. The infeed system consists 

of a metering conveyor, shaker 
table, laning conveyor, grouper, 
drop chute, and rotary indexer. 
The unit deposits counted and 
stacked bagels into a Formost 
bagger bucket infeed conveyor.

The Formost Fuji Controlled Speed Indexer (CSI) 
feeding system is an automated in-line system for 
feeding a variety of products. It is capable of 
modulating speeds according to product flow and 
accumulation.

Formost Fuji Cob Corn Feed System automatically meters, collates, 
groups and times frozen cob corn into the infeed flights of a Fuji 
Formost wrapper or Formost bagger for packaging. The system 
matches the flow of product to the speed of the wrapper or bagger.



 EnginEEring Custom PaCkaging systEms             solving ComPlEx ProduCtion ProblEms

The Formost Fuji FFS1000 In-line Feeder offers high-speed and flexibility to your 
packaging line. The FFS1000 features a multi-belt conveyor system with automatic 
speed control of each belt according to product delivery.

AutomAted Feeding And orienting SyStemS 
For BAggerS And WrApperS

Product preparation for bagging or wrapping at high speeds is critically 
important for any successful packaging operation. Formost Fuji specializes 
in designing custom systems for feeding a wide variety of products. 
From concept to system design, manufacturing, and implementation, 
Formost Fuji has proven its ability to solve unique packaging problems.

The Formost Fuji Pace-O-Wheel (POW) 
system is a high-speed continuous motion 
rotary indexing system. It is capable of con-
tinuously feeding individual products from 
an accumulated line.

The Formost Fuji Single Cup Wrapping System is 
designed to wrap individual cups, at speeds up to 200 cups 
per minute, stack them in counts ranging from 15 to 50 
and then compress them into compact stacks.



The Formost Fuji Attachless Infeed System is 
specially designed to handle soft or sticky products. 
A flat conveyor belt transfers the product to the 
wrapper. The belt can be easily removed and cleaned.  
The system allows for wide variations in product.  
The infeed is compatible with both bottom seal and 
top seal wrappers.
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The Formost Bun System offers a more 
efficient bun bagging line for increased 
productivity and reduction in labor costs. 
This is achieved by incorporating a high 
speed grouper and simplified inline bun 
stacker with the reliability of the Formost 
GTS bagger.
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